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INTRODUCTION
The Ohio State high energy physics group is providing scientific leader

ship for two major experiments! E-645 Los Alamos "Search for Neutrino Oscillations 
at LAMPF", and E-653 Fermilab, "Measuring Charm and B Decays in a Hybrid Emulsion
Spectrometer." Both of these experiments are in the development stage.

E-645 at Los Alamos received its final approval and partial funding during 
the past spring. Prototyping and procuring of major components of the detector; 
proportional drift tubes and cherenkov/scintillatiou counters are continuing.
The final design for the cosmic ray shield is nearly completed. The tunnel and 
assembly building to house and shield the neutrino detector has been designed and 
the necessary funds for the construction have been designated. Los Alamos is now 
in the process of selecting an architectural and engineering firm for this job.

Fermilab Experiment 653, "Measuring Charm and & Decays via Hadronic Pro
duction in a Hybrid Emulsion Spectrometer," is making progress toward scheduled 
test and daca runs in January and June, 1984. The contract agreement has been 
submitted to Fermilab, and already Fermilab has agreed to construct an experi
mental hall and a toroid, and to have all heavy steel installed and the toroid 
powered by November, 1983.

E-6S3 is based on development of large silicon microstrip detectors (SSD), 
and we have successfully developed this technology. Beam SSD's with charge 
sharing are now working, and the first 5 cm x 5 cm SSD (the world's largest) al
ready has been received. These devices and a novel new drift chamber which can 
resolve tracks spaced more than 2/3 mm apart will be tested this fall at LAMPF.

The collaboration has been enlarged by physicists from Camegie-Mellon 
University and the University of California at Davis, and Stage II approval will 
be requested at the November meeting of the Fermilab PAC.

Experiment E-613 Fermilab "Prompt Neutrino Production" has completed its 
allocated data run in the past spring and tha analysis of that data is in progress.
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Several results from the earlier date runs were presented at the XXI International 
Conference on High Energy Phusics in Paris July 26-31, 1982, and also at the 
Fifth International Conference on Novel Results in Particle Physics at Vanderbilt 
University May 24-26, 1982.

The analysis of the data obtained in the Phase II run on E-531 Fermilab 
"Search for Long-lived Particles from Neutrino Interactions in a Tagged Emulsion 
Experiment", is continuing. Updated results from that experiment were presented 
in an invited paper at the XXI International Conference on High Energy Physics in 
Paris July 26-31.

The measurement of the electron asymmetry in the beta decays of polarized 
K hyperons (E-347-?,CS) has been published and presented at the XXI International. 
Conference on High Energy Physics in Paris July 26-31, 1982. The result of this 
experiment which disagrees with the Cabibbo model has stimulated some theoretical 
interest.

OSU is now part of a LEP collaboration headed by Sam Ting, with responsi
bility for developing a precision vertex detector capable of resolving heavy 
quark decays. Much of the technology for the detector has considerable overlap 
with that for E-6S3.

The main effort of The Ohio State group in the CLEO collaboration during 
the past year has been in the analysis of the lepton spectrum in B decays from 
the T(4S) state. The semileptonic branching fraction in the B meson has been 
measured. A search for the B tjj mode has been made and none was found. A D° 
signal was observed which indicated a B * D transition in the T(4S) state.

The OSU group has proposed to enhance the CLEO detector by building a 
high precision vertex detector. Th* cell design has been chosen and a prototype 
is under construction.

The experiment "A Search for Exotic Forma of Stable Matter" proposed to 
the University of Rochester Nuclear Structure Research Laboratory has received



final approval. The Ohio State part of the group built and tested the main 
analyzer of the experiment. The apparatus has been installed and data taking 
will commence in the FAll.

Out present strength is six Faculty, two research associates, 10 students 
working on their Ph.D. dissertations, 1 on M.S. dissertation, senior computer 
specialist, instrument designer and two technicians.

The Department of Physics authorized the High Energy Physics Group to 
add in this coming academic year another experimentalist on the Assistant Professor 
level. The search for a qualified candidate is now in progress. We have received 
generous support in the past year form the Physics Department and the Chairman,
Dr. S. L. Blatt, both in equipment funds, technical personnel and released time 
for faculty.
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A SEARCH FOR NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS AT LAMPF

E-645 - LOS ALAMOS
A. Goel, C. Y. Lin, T. Y. Ling, R. Miranda, T. A. Romanowski, M. Timko, THE OHIO 
STATE UNIVERSITY; J. Freedman, G. Garvey, L. G. Hyman, M. Krupa, J. Napolitano,
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY; C. Choi, R. Imlay, W. J. Metcalf, LOUISIANA 
STATE UNIVERSITY; R. D. McKeown, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
J. Donahue, LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY.

This experiment was finally approved and funded in the Spring of 1982.
It is designed to search for neutrino oscillations with high sensitivities in
two different channels: the disappearance of v using the reactione
Vg + d- + e  + p + p, and the appearance of via the detection of + p e* + n.

In the simple case of oscillation involving only two types of neutrinos, 
e.g. Vg and the probability of finding in a detector located at distance 
L (in meters) from a source initially containing only is given by*̂

P(Vg v^) ** sin^ (29) sin^ (1.27 5m^)
2 2 2 2 where 6m * [M^ - Mg } (eV ) is the difference of the squares of the neutrino

masses, 9 is the mixing angle between them, and E is the neutrino energy (MeV).
Some of the unique features of this experiment are listed below:

i) A low energy (0-53 MeV) point-like neutrino source (Figure 1) will be
" 2 2 2 utilized to allow the search for a large range in <5m' (0.01 eV < 6m <100 eV ).

2ii) Sensitivity to very small values of the mixing angle (sin (29) <0.1) will 
be achieved because of the high intensity of the LAMPF neutrino beam, 

iii) The experiment will have the ability to demonstrate spatial oscillation 
by moving the detector, i.e. varying the source to detector distance,

iv) Experimental results will be independent of the absolute values and 
shapes of the neutrino flux. This is achieved by employing a second 
stationary detector close to the neutrino source for flux normalization.
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v) Identification of electrons and positrons and hence and will be 
achieved with much higher ceTtainty than that is possible at higher 
energies due to the absence of inelastic channels and the design of the 
detector.

vi) Background events can be cleanly rejected because of the fine granu
larity of the detector.

Experimental searches of neutrino oscillations to date have yielded nega
tive results on the exclusive oscillation channels.

, 2 -  -  3 4,
(V V V-+-V , v - + v )H e n e ' p T '

 ̂ _ _^and inconsistent results on inclusive channels (v v , v v ). The lattere e ' e e
depend on the accurate knowledge of the neutrino flux and spatial oscillations
have not been demonstrated. This experiment is designed to improve the present
limit on v -* v and provide definitive answer on v v oscillations.H e e e

The detector shown in Figure 2, consists of active elements made of 
12' x 1' x 1.3" acrylic containers which can be filled with DgO, HgO or liquid 
scintillator and are equipped with a photomultiplier tube at each end. These 
modules serve as targets for neutrino interactions and are used to identify the 
electrons and to form the event trigger. Particle tracking is achieved by pro
portional drift tubes (PDT) interspaced between the counters throughout the det
ector. The electron identification comes from the cherenkov radiation if the 
DgO or HgO fill is used and from the total and differential energy loss if the 
liquid scintillator is used. Proportional drift tubes also measure dE/dx loss of 
passing particles. This detector is capable of searching for both appearance and 
disappearance neutrino oscillation modes.

The signature for neutrino interactions will be the presence of a electron 
or a position in the energy range 13-30 MeV and a minimum ionizing track in PDT.
We expect to measure the electron energies to within 20%. In the disappearance 
experiment we will measure the flux of as a function of the distance of the
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detector from the neutrino source and the energy of neutrinos.
The calculated sensitivities for each type of the oscillation experiments 

are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The curves define the sensitive regions of the
experiment at 90% C.L. It is clear that the experiment covers more than

2 2 —  —  adequately the region of dm and sin* (28) where oscillations were reportedly
observed by the UCI reactor experiment"*. Both of our experiments Vg "** '-'g* v ^

2 2can reach regions of 6m and sin (26) significantly beyond existing experimental 
limits.

In this experiment cosmic rays are a major source of background because 
LAMPF har duty factor and is located at an altitude of -7000 ft above sea 
level. The detector is therefore surrounded by an active and inactive cosmic ray 
shields and the whole assembly placed in a tunnel with about 5 m overburden in 
order to minimize the backgrounds as shown in Figure 5. Estimates show that back
ground levels of less than few events par day can be achieved in our detector.

The detector is capable of recording timing information of triggered events 
and correlating it with the time of passage of cosmic rays through the active part 
of the shield. The inactive part, a steel bunker with 20 cm (10 R.L.) thick walls 
which surrounds the detector is to absorb photons which may be produced by 
cosmic ray muons.

In the appearance experiment the single 20T detector will first be located 
close to the neutrino production target and then move to a second position later 
if positive results are seen. The active part of the detector will be liquid 
scintillator or water.

In the disappearance experiment there will be two detectors with identical 
composition, one weighing 5T and the other 15T. The 3mall detector will be sta
tioned at the end of the tunnel near the v source to monitor the flux of neutrinos 
and the 1ST detector will be placed At 25 m and later at 60 a from the target.



\

Our first experimental goal is to search for the appearance of v^.
In the past year we have prototyped both the cherenkov/scintillation 

counters and the PDT's. The number of photoelectrons as a function of position 
along the modules for minimum ionizing particles for cherenkov counters 
(DgO or H2O fill) is shown in Figure 6, that for liquid scintillator fill is 
shown in Figure 7. The performance of both cherenkov and scintillation counters 
is satisfactory for our purpose. The acrylic extrusions and the end caps have 
been ordered and details of the mechanical constructions are being worked out.

After a detailed evaluation of available phototubes we have selected a 
suitable Cube and the procuring of a large quantity {*-1500 PM's) has begun.
We have also constructed a PM evaluation system which will be used for the accep
tance tests of tubes. The computer controlled high voltage distribution system 
has been prototyped and tested and is ready for mass production.

The proportional drift tubes (12 ft long and 3" x 1^" in cross section) 
will be made of cardboard 60 mils thick laminated with Aluminum foils (1 mil thick 
each on the inside and outside surfaces.) This novel technique of making PDT is 
simple and economical. Aluminum is a source of physics backgrounds and in this 
design the unwanted aluminum mass is minimized. Drift velocity and pulse heights 
measurements obtained for these PDT are shown in Figures 8,9. Tests of these 
properties of PDT*3 as a function of sense wire diameter, high voltage and gas 
mixtures are in progress.

The mechanical and electrical designs of the PDT modules have been made 
and prototyped. The components for the PDT assemblies are ready for mass produc
tion.

A satisfactory PDT amplifier has been designed and tested and will be mass 
produced. Prototypes of the digitizers for the PDT's are in the test stages.
The fast electronics which will generate the event trigger has been prototyped
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and is ready for testing.
Part of the data acquisition system,a DEC 11/23 computer system, has been 

delivered and the installation of the systems software and other programs to run 
the detector is in progress.

The design of the active shield composed of two layers of solid scintillator 
has been made prototyped and tested. A cosmic ray rejection ratio of 10^-10^ 
has been achieved. An alternate design of that shield using thick (6") single 
layer liquid scintillator is in progress.

The detection of neutrons produced from the interaction p -+ e + n in 
the appearance experiment would greatly improve the identification of this reaction. 
A technique for neutron detection was tested with sources and at LAMPF. Gadolinium
has a high neutron capture cross section. The neutron capture process results in
the emission of several gamma raya with a total energy of 8 MeV, which can be

2detected by the scintillation modules. In our detector a 10 mg/cm layer of 
Gadolinium will be deposited on thin sheets which will surround the liquid
scintillation modules. The test results are promising and further tests are in 
progress.

Beam associated neutron background was measured at LAMPF. It appears that 
the tunnel will provide an adequate shielding to reduce this type of background 
to a negligible level.

The tunnel design at Los Alamos has been completed and funds are allocated 
for its construction. At present the laboratory is in the process of choosing the 
architect and engineering firms to construct the tunnel. The service building for 
the experiment has been approved. Construction schedule for the tunnel calls for 
the completion on July 1, 1983.
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MEASURING CHARM AND B DECAYS VIA HADRONIC PRODUCTION IN A 
HYBRID EMULSION SPECTROMETER

E-653 - FERMILAB

J. Dunlea, A. Gauthier, J. Kalen, S. Kuramata, G. Oleynik, N. Reay, K. Reibel,
R. Sidwell, N. Stanton, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY; AICHI UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY 
OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS, CARNEGIA-MELLON UNIVERSITY, FERMILAB, KOBE UNIVERSITY, 
NAGOYA UNIVERSITY, OKAYAMA UNIVERSITY, OSAKA CITY UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY OF 
OKLAHOMA, SCIENCE INSTITUTE OF OSAKA PREFECTURE, UNIVERSITY OF KOREA, UNIVERSITY 
OF OTTAWA, YOKOHAMA NATIONAL UNIVERSITY.

Fermilab Experiment 653 is designed to employ a new form of hybrid-emulsion 
spectrometer in measuring lifetimes and decay properties of hadronically produced 
beauty and charm , articles. Events will be selected on-line by a penetrating 
muon, coupled with analysis of a toroid spectrometer to provide 
P^ > 8 GeV/c, and P̂ , > 0.2 to 0.4 GeV/c cuts. Off-line, data from silicon solid 
state microstrip detectors (SSD) with 8pm RMS space resolution will be used to 
construct a secondary vertex which contains the muon. Because of advances in 
emulsion scanning and measuring technology by our Japanese collaborators, up to 
100,000 events tagged as having a secondary vertex may be examined within the 
emulsion to ascertain whether these vertices are truly decays. Events with real 
decays will be further scanned for associated charm production and for B decays 
near the interaction vertex. Such decays are expected to have short decay lengths 
and to be quite complicated. Only E-653 has both the emulsion and the powerful 
spectrometer needed for detection of such topologies.

In a short run in a Tevatron diffracted proton beam of modegti intensity, 
we hope to obtain 15,000 charm decays, 30 F T * X sequential decays and (based 
on a 50 nanobarn cross-section) 200 B decays.

R lifetin.es are essential in determining whether the b-quark is conven
tional, and the charged-neutral lifetime difference distinguishes between various 
models for the decay process.
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With 15,000 charm decays we should be able to search for undiscovered 
ground and excited states, rare decay modes, measure or bound precisely the 
mass difference between CP eigenstates and make precise lifetime determinations. 
Observation of the sequential F X decay may prove to be as important in
determining the existence of the i-neutrino as any of the past and future beam 
dump experiments.

The layout of the experiment is shown in Figure 1. Upstream drift cham
bers define angle and SSD's near the emulsion define beam position at the target. 
Emulsion modules are raster-scanned through a pencil beam using a computer- 
controlled moveable holder. Secondary particles from interactions within the 
emulsion are analyzed by 21 XUV-oriented SSD's, an existing spectrometer magnet, 
an array of 12 drift chambers, a particle identifier and a time-of-flight hodoscope. 
Downstream of the hodoscope there will be a liquid argon calorimeter, a muon 
toroid spectrometer and muon range steel.

Since Stage I Tevatron approval in July, 1981, we have enlarged our counter
group to include scientists from the University of California at Davis and
Camegie-Mellon University. Two other institutions presently are considering 
affiliation. Within this group, Ohio State University has assumed responsibility 
for purchasing and testing prototype beam SSD's, all spectrometer SSD's, spectro
meter drift chambers and various elements of data storage including the event 
array assembler and eight megabyte buffer memory shown in Figure 2.

In the past year, we have purchased 1 cm x 1 cm LBL SSD's and have played
a supporting role to the University of Oklahoma in testing these devices. Simul
taneously, we purchased and bench tested in a charge-sharing mode the Centronic, 
Ltd, devices shown in Figure 3. By adding adjacent channels of the low noise 
Ohio State amplifiers we achieved the raw pulse height curve shown in Figure 4.
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By correcting for capacitive losses to ground of the signal the curve width was
reduced to 26% FWHM, essentially that predicted for silicon by classic
Landau theory. Three hundred amplifier channels, precision mounts and electrical
shielding have been constructed for three of these devices in preparation for
a fall beam test at LAMPF. These devices will serve as E-653 beam detectors;
delivery of a sufficient number will take only a few months.

We expect to have a full SSD discrete-component electronic system with
addressable analog readout prototyped within two months.

Orders for 5 cm x 5 cm SSD's have been placed with Centronic, Ltd, in
London and United Detector Technology, Inc, in Los Angeles; delivery of the
first prototype already has occured. These devices will be the world's
largest silicon microstrip detectors, and will be suitable for use near 
the emulsion target. Once thin technology is mastered, it should be easy to 
fabricate the hexagonally shaped detectors with 33% more area which a.te needed 
to complete the spectrometer.

We also are attempting to develop drift chambers with
1) 100 micron spatial resolution
2) 1/2 mm two-track separation
3) Capability of track fitting by use of tree algorithms

A one-cell prototype .-id typical pulse are shown in Figure 5. The 4 nsec rise
should give 100 micron resolution and the 20 nsec full width at quarter height 
permits detection of tracks separated by more than 1 mm. Because the fall time 
also is sharp, by incorporating time over threshold into our electronics we may 
be able to achieve 1/2 mm two-track separation with somewhat degraded second- 
track spatial resolution.
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We plan to fit all of the spectrometer drift chambers into a single pre
ssure vessel with a small upstream window. Such a system at three ATM absolute 
pressure would have considerably less multiple-scattering material than a similar 
system of one atmosphere chambers with individual RF shields and gas windows.
In the central region, each chamber will incorporate 4 samplings along the track, 
spaced at 2 nun intervals. Typical track-fitting algorithms in the past have 
searched for additional hits on lines joining all possible pairings of hits at 
each end of the spectrometer. At the Tevatron, the number of tracks and high track 
density makes the combinatorics prohibitive. The new chamber design permits use 
of a tree algorithm which traces potential tracks sequentially along their length.

This method is much faster and is more easily adapted to the on-line 
trigger processors needed for all-electronic experiments. A LAMPF beam test of 
the single-cell prototype will occur in Fall, 1982.

The other associated institutions are making similar progress; we believe 
we can demonstrate the technical feasibility of E-653, and will request Stage II 
approval at the November meeting of the Fermilab PAC. Our E-653 contract agree
ment already has been submitted to Fermilab.
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PROMPT NEUTRINO PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT

E-61.3 - FERMILAB
M. Crisler, J. Hoftun, T. Y. Ling, T. A. Romanowski, J. Volk, THE OHIO STATE
UNIVERSITY; R. Ball, C. T. Coffin, H. R. Gustafson, L. W. Jones, M. J. Lougn,
T. J. Roberts, B. P. Roe, E. Wang, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN; M. Duffy,
G. Fanourakls, R. J. Loveless, D. D. Reeder, D. Schumann, E. Smith, UNIVERSITY
OF WISCONSIN; C. Castoldl, G. Conforto, UNIVERSITY OF FLORENCE; S. Childress, 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON.

Experiment 613 at Fermilab was designed to Jtudy the production of "prompt" 
neutrinos, neutrinos from the weak decays of short-lived particles such as charmed 
mesons and baryons produced in proton interactions. The experiment was assembled 
in November of 1980 and finished data taking in May of 1982. Results from the 
earlier data taken in the spring of 1981 will be reported here. Analysis of the 
recent data obtained in the spring of 1982 is in progress.

The layout of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1, A 400 GeV/c
proton beam is transported onto a tungsten target followed by a charged particle 
9hieJ.d consisting of 20 Teala-meters of magnetized iron and 11 meters of passive
iron. Strongly interacting particles are absorbed and most muons are ranged
out or bent .".way from the neutrino detector located 56 meters downstream. Two 
targets, full and one-third density tungsten each 3 interaction lengths long, 
are used in order to extrapolate to infinite density to determine the true prompt 
neutrino rate.

The employment of magnetized iron to bend muons away represents a unique
feature of this experiment. This technique reduces the distance between the
detector and the target and hence greatly increases the solid angle for neutrino
detection. As a regult higher neutrino rate per proton is achieved as compared

1-4to previous experiment of this kind
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The detector, located 56 m downstream of the beam dump target, consists 
of a 150 metric ton calorimeter made up of 30 modules followed by a muon spec
trometer. The calorimeter modules are active targets for neutrino interactions. 
Each module contains 12 teflon-coated lead plates immersed in NE235 liquid scin
tillator. The lead plates are 6.3 mm thick to give a total of 14.4 radiation

2lengths, 0.5 hadron absorption length, and 105 gm/cm of material per module.
The modules are separated into five horizontal cells, Light from the liquid 
scintillator is detected by.photomultiplier tubes at each end of a cell. Pairs 
of horizontal and vertical PWC planes are interspaced throughout the calorimeter 
modules to sample hadronic or electromagnetic shower profiles from neutrino in
teractions. The muon spectrometer consists of XYU drift chamber planes inter
spaced in iron toroidal magnets.

Events are triggered by an energy deposition in the calorimeter exceeding 
a minimum value of „7 GeV. In the spring run of 1981 data were collected with 
1.3 x 10*^ protons incident on a full density tungsten target and 0.3 x 10"^ on
the one-third density tungsten target. The total exposure after correcting for

17live time, bad spills, ate. was 1.0 x 10 protons. Computer reconstruction of 
typical events is shown in Figure 2.

— ccThe analysis yielded 830 fully reconstructed (v^, v^) events within the 
fiducial volume of the detector. The data had to be corrected for trigger 
inefficiencies and for muon acceptance through the spectrometer. In Figure 3 the 
corrected numbers of events are plotted as a function of (Density) "**. By extra
polation to infinite density we obtain 63 ± 13 prompt events and 19.6 t 7.7 
prompt events per 10 protons on targets.

Taking the world average ratio of 0.48 for ^  obtain a flux
ratio of prompt to prompt of 0.65 ± 0.3. This ratio is expected to be 
unity if all the prompt neutrinos were from the decays of charmed particles since
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they would be produced in pairs, e.g. DD, by proton interactions. The experi
mental result within error is consistent with this prediction.

The inclusive DD production cross section could be infeired from the 
prompt and rate if they are ail attributed to DD production. The dif
ferential DD cross section can be parameterized as

E ^  - (1-x)" e"^L ' 
dp

were x is Feymann x and p̂  is the transverse momentum of the D's. Taking n = 3,
a =* 2 as given by the fit to the energy and p̂  distribution of the data and
assuming that the protons cascade in the target with an average elasticity of

1.30.3 and the charm production cross section varies as S * , we find
Op—  = 1 6 + 3  (stat.) t 3 (sys.) pb per nucleon.

The analysis also yielded a total of 752 neutrino induced events without
a muon in the final state. The muonless event sample is a mixture of neutral
current v , v , v , v events and charged current v , v events. Since the H n' e e ° e e
neutral to charged current cross section ratio is known experimentally for

— — MQand , the numbers of (v + v ) events can be calculated from the measured 
H ' u p '

— ccnumber of (v + v ) events and subtracted from the muonless sample. The re-' U H ^
— CC+NCmaining muonless events than represent only the events.

*** CC*t*NC **** CC+NCThe extrapolation of both the (v + v ) and (v + v ) event rate ̂ e e H H
to infinite density is shown in Figure 4. It is interesting to observe that the 

Klope to be much steeper than that of the + v^) events, indicating 
that the non-prompt background for to be much smaller than for v^'s. This
is well understood since the non-prompt v^'s can only be due to Ke3 decays 
while v^'s come from dominant decay modes of both v's and K's.
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—  C f + N fMe obtain, by extrapolation, 69 i 8 prompt (v + v ) and 88 ± 16e e
prompt (v + v events per 10*^ protons. The prompt v to v eventP P e p
ratio is -hen 0.78 i 0.17 for E > 20 GeV. This ratio can be interpreted as

cc ccthe prompt v to v flux ratio if o(v ) = o(v ) and ̂ e n e p
^  MC. CC. , NC. - , CC.

 ̂ p ' ^sumed.

Figure 5 shows the energy dependence of this ratio. Me note that systematic

effects (acceptance, energy calibration, scan efficiency, etc.) are largest at

the low energy limit. Above 30 GeV (40 GeV) we find v /v = 1.0 t 0.3 (1.1 i 0.4)e p
and we conclude that this experiment finds no evidence for the non-equality of 

prompt Vg and fluxes.

The muonless data require no muon acceptance correction which is particular

ly useful for investigating the model dependent features of charm production. In 

Figure 6 the normalized NC energy distribution is subtracted from the prompt 0^ 

data resulting in the energy dependence for prompt CC events. The

distribution favors (l-x)\ indicating central DD production being the dominant 

mechanism instead of diffractive production as appears to be the case at the ISR 

at CERN.
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SEARCH FOR LONG-LIVED PARTICLES FROM NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS 
IN A TAGGED EMULSION SPECTROMETER

E531 - FERMILAB

S. Errede, M. Gutzwiller, S. Kuramata, N. Reay, K. Reibel, T. A. Romanowski,
N. Stanton, R. Sidwell, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY; AICHI UNIVERSITY,
FERMILAB, KOBE UNIVERSITY, McGILL UNIVERSITY, NAGOYA UNIVERSITY, OKAYAMA 
UNIVERSITY; OSAKA CITY UNIVERSITY, SCIENCE INSTITUTE OF OSAKA PREFECTURE,
UNIVERSITY OF KOREA, UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA, UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO, UNIVERSITY 
OF TORONTO, YOKOHAMA NATIONAL UNIVERSITY.

This experiment, involving a large collaboration of counter and emulsion

physicists from Canada, Japan, Korea, and the U.S.*** was performed in two

phases. Phase I data was taken between November 1978 and February 1979 with
187 x 10 330 Gp.V protons on target, while Phase II was run from October 1980

1 g
to May 1981 with 8 x 10 400 GeV protons on target.

We have achieved all of the goals set for E531 in last year's technical

propoial".

Analysis of Phase I is completed and has led to four published papers^''*'*^

with three more ready for submission. The work has resulted in three Ph.D. dis-
7 8 9sertations ' * with two more in preparation.

In Phase I, 1821 neutrino events were reconstructed in the fiducial volume

of 23 liters of emulsion and 1248 events were found. From this sample 41 kine

matically fitted charmed particle decays were found, not including one decay 

consiste-nt with a neutral heavy baryon. Table I shows the lifetimes measured for 

the various charmed particle species.

From these data, together with our measured efficiencies and momentum 

distributions, we were able to compute cross section ratios for charm production. 

These are shown in Table II. Our data contains one event in which a D°-D° pair 

is produced, permitting us to set a limit on the ratio of charged current asso

ciated to single charm production. We can also set limits on beauty production,

wrong-sign charm production, and to t lepton coupling,.or equivalently, to
(5)to oscillations . The first three processes lead to same-sign dilepton
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events, about the rate of which there exists some controversy. Table III shows
the limits on these processes set by Phase I of out experiment.

We have also computed various kinematical quantities, such as momentum 
distributions, transverse momentum and fragmentation distributions (Z). Per
haps the most striking distribution is the Feynman X, which indicates that the 
charmed baryons tend to be target-like. This is shown in Figure 1.

For Phase II various improvements were made to the beam and apparatus. 
Better shielding of the neutrino beam effectively eliminated the muon back
ground and the resulting deadtitne losses. To improve the efficiency for find
ing lambdas and K°'s three more drift chambers were added immediately downstream 
of the emulsion. Gamma detection was improved by means of a lead converter and 
proportional tubes. Additional tube chambers were added to the hadron calorim
eter, and a dE/dx particle identifier.was put inside the magnet gap. The emulsion 
volume was increased from 23 to 32 liters. All these factors lead to a %-fold 
increase compared to Phase I in the estimated charmed particle yield. Figure 2 
shows a plan view of the Phase II Experimental Layout.

Analysis of Phase II is being carried out with preliminary data of about
roughly 30% of the decays available. These include 20 D^'s and 19 tridents, the 
latter requiring more work to distinguish D's, F's, and A's. What has already 
emerged from the Phase II analysis is the realization that the anomalously long 
lifetimes of the 3 D°'s decaying semileptonically and the short lifetime of the 
6 D^'s from D* production in Phase I may have been a statistical fluctuation, 
since the 20 D° decays now available from Phase II show no such behavior. The 
two situations are shown in Figure 3.

A dN/dt plot, uncorrected for scanning efficiency, is shown in Figure 4 
for all 39 decays. The data are described very well by a straight line on this 
plot, with a reciprocal slope t of 3.25.
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Me have established the E531 Database in the OSU HEP SPC-16 Computer and 

now have a rational way of updating and keeping track (no pun intended) of our 

emulsion and spectrometer data. The database is connected to TYMNET and can be 

reached via local telephone numbers from Japan and Canada as well as from the 

U.S.

Me. expect to have the Phase II data completely analyzed by mid-1983.
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TABLE I

Particle Number of Events Lifetime

(10*^ sec)

0° 19 3.2

0" 11 11.4 +6.6.
-4.4

+
r  3 2 . 0

+
A r 8 2.3

+1-.8
- 0.8

+1 .0 
- 0.6
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TABLE II

Cross-Section Ratios

vN + u*CX) _  ̂ r +1.9

T U 'J 'h )  - ' . 3 *

v N u CX) 
\TN + i^X)

1! + 9 
- 5

(Anti-Charm)

vN

vN

<*0°X)
<*X)

to°)
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TABLE III

Cross-Section Limits

a ( vN *  C?Xn ) < 5 , 9% ( 90% C . L . )  

o ( ^ CXM )

a ( v N CXu" )

0 ( vN CXn* )
< 7.7% (90% C.L.)

y.<7.0% (90% C.L.) ( i ,  . 1 0 '^  sec)
a ( v Cn ) ^

S ( v + - r ) <  P ( v v )
 ̂ ,  ---- --1—  < 0.63% (90% C.L.)
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ELECTRON-POSITRON INTERACTIONS AT CESR - CLEO

H. Kagan, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY; CORNELL UNIVERSITY; HARVARD UNIVERSITY;
ITHACA COLLEGE; UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER; RUTGERS UNIVERSITY; SYRACUSE 
UNIVERSITY; VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY.

During che past: year the CLEO experiment at the Cornell Electron Storage 

Ring (CESR) has continued its study at the T system using a large aperture mag

netic spectrometer(i). Figure i shows a front view of this detector. Moving 

outward from the beam-pipe, charged particles are tracked by a multiwire propor

tional chamber around the pipe and by a 17 layer drift chamber in a solenoidai 

magnetic field. Outside the coil are planar drift chambers which yield precise 

measurements of the z coordinate of trajectories and identify interactions in 

the coil. Particle species are identified by specific ionization in dE/dx 

counters. Scintillation counters are used for triggering and for time-of-flight 

analysis. Lead and proportional tube shower counters identify photons and elec

trons. An iron absorber encloses the detector covered by a layer of planar 

drift chambers for muon identification.

Two major upgrades were performed during the past year. First the addition 

of a 10 KG superconducting solenoid has significantly increased the momentum 

resolution. Second, the recent addition of a mini-beta interaction region focus

ing system has increased the machine luminosity from 100 nb**^/day to 500 nb**̂ /day. 

As a result of these upgrades experiments which were impossible a year ago are 

now being performed.

The physics of the T system naturally divides into threQ categories:

(1) inclusive properties of the continuum

(2) the level structure of the narrow ?(1-S), T(2S), resonances

(3) the weak decay of B-mescns from the T^S)
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From the continuum we have observed D production^) and measured the charm

quark fragmentation function. The key to this experiment involves using the

properties of the soft pion from the D D°ir cascade. Figure 2 shows the mass

difference when the Kir mass is within i45 MeV/c^ of the D° mass. A

clear signal is observed corresponding to D production. Figure 3 shows the

differential cross-section for charged D mesons. This is a direct measure

of the charm quark fragmentation function and is consistent with theoretical

expectations for heavy quark decay.
The anticipated level structure of the narrow resonances is shown in

Figure 4. These predictions are based on a heavy quark potential model. We

have observed the T(3S) -+ trir T(1S) and T(2S) nir T(1S) transitions and

measured B ^  (T(3S)) - 3.2 ± 1.6% and B ^  (T(1S)) = 3.1 i 1.0%. These

measurements are all in agreement with the predictions of the model. However

the dipion Invariant mass (M^) in the T(3S) -+ tnrT(lS) decay is not what is

expected. In both and T(2S) nitT(lS), peaks at large mass values.

This is usually understood in terms of the derivative coupling of pions. In the
(3)

case of T(3S) -* nnT(lS) the M distribution appears flat' . We are now trying
nit

to understand this walcomed surprise.

The main effort of the Ohio State group in CLEO during the past year has

been in the lepton analysis of B decays from the ?(4S), Me have measured the

semi-leptonic branching fraction^) Br(B -+ evX) = .127 i .017 ± .013. Further
Br(Bour dilepton result on neutral currents is r - < 0.084.

Note that if the b quark is an isosinglet the r must be greater than 0.125^). 

Hence our dilepton result eliminates all such topless models. Thus it appears 

as though the standard model adequately describes our observations.
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Within the framework of the standard model the endpoint of the lepton

spectrum yields information about the ratio Br(b -*u)/Br(b c). Recall if

b c then the mass of X (M̂ ) in B ^ RvX must be larger than the D mass while

if b Figures 5 and 6 ahow the lepton spectrum for electrons and

muons respectively. Also included in these figures are the expected spectra

for various assumptions of B decay. Figure 7 shows the upper limit for b u as

a function of M . We find that if M < 1.0 GeV Br(b u)/Br(b c) < 10%. xu x
We have also looked for the decays B <̂ K, <pX in order to recon

struct B mesons. Notice that once the B mass is known (from reconstruction)

then the ratio Br(T(4S) -^B^B^/Br (T(4S) B^B ) can be unfolded. Figure 8
*4* —shows the result of the search B  ̂ A . The dashed-dot curve is the 

estimated background while the dotted curve is the expected signal for a 1.9% 

branching ratio. No evidence of B was seen. As a result we find

B < 1.4%

B < 1.0%

B -+ t̂Kir < 2.5%

Finally we have observed a D° signal on the T(4S) Indicating B D.

Figure 9 is a plot of the Kir mass distribution on the 4S and the continuum.

It now appears that a promising channel to reconstruct B meson is B Dn,

Dnir. By December 1982 we expect to increase our luminosity on the T(4S) to 

" 65000 nb*^ thereby tripling the data sample reported here.
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A SEARCH FOR EXOTIC FORMS OF STABLE MATTER - NSRL - ROCHESTER

P. Haas, H. Kagan, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY; T. Gentile, S. Olsen, UNIVERSITY OF 
ROCHESTER; D. Elmore, NSRL - UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER; D. Nitz, UNIVERSITY OF 
MICHIGAN

This experiment, proposed in October 1981, has received full approval and 

is now partially installed at the Nuclear Structure Research Laboratory (NSRL) 

of the University of Rochester. The experiment employs a new approach to searches 

for exotic forms of matter - an all electrostatic charge selector in conjunction 

with a Tandem Van de Graff accelerator. The key to this experiment is the mass 

independent transport of ions by the all electrostatic elements. This feature 

creates the possibility of high sensitivity searches for matter with fractional 

charge or anomalously large mass.

The general layout of the experiment is shown in Figure 1. A detailed 

view is shown in Figure 2. A Universal Cesium sputter source^ feeds the lOMeV 

Tandem accelerator directly through an electrostatic Einzel lens. At the high 

energy end of the machine, an electrostatic quadrupole doublet and electrostatic 

steerer focus and deflect the beam by 1.5° into our beam line. A Faraday cup 

and slit arrangement are positioned outside the machine at the quadrupole focus. 

These allow the beam transmission properties to be measured. A gas stripper,

20° electrostatic deflector and second electrostatic quadrupole doublet follow.

At the focus of the second quadrupole is a second slit followed by a particle 

detector system which measures the time of flight, total energy and dE/dx of the 

emerging ions.

The concept of this experiment is quite simple: In an electrostatic beam

transport system, particle trajectories depend only on the kinetic energy divided 

by the charge, KE/q. For a given charge state, the terminal voltage of the 

Tandem fixes KE/q. The first quadrupole doublet and deflector are set for this 

value of KE/q. The gas stripper removes 1 electron and charges the charge state
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while not disturbing the kinetic energy. The second quadrupole doublet and 

deflecting system are set to seloct only those ions with KE/(q-l). Ions which 

traverse the beam transport system will then have a total kinetic energy KE and 

final charge (q-1). By measuring dE/dx and time of flight, fractionally charged 

and/or super heavy ions can be detected.

The sensitivity of this experiment depends on the number of nuclei trans

ported through the system. Ion sources of the type presently in use at the 

NSRL are capable of producing 20 pamp currents of Cl ions of which 25% can be 

accelerated and transported to our system. Lackner and Zweig find that an 

atom with q =< (Z + l/2)e has an electron affinity comparable to that of Cl"
1 O

for most of the periodic table. We thus expect to sample -3 x 10 nuclei/day.

In order to exploit this sensitivity, a large background rejection is 

required. Monte Carlo programs show the beam transport system providing a

rejection of at lea3t 10 while the detection system provides a further rejection
-9 -20 of 10 . The total expected background rejection is -10

The construction tasks for this experiment were divided as follows: The

University of Michigan provided the quadrupole doublet and 1.5° steerer inside the 

Tandem; The Ohio State University provided the electrostatic analyzer up to the 

electrostatic steerer including the Faraday Cup, slits, gas stripper tube, 20" 

Electrostatic bend and second quadrupole doublet; The University of Rochester - 

NSRL provided the electrostatic steerers, second slits, time of flight and dE/dx 

system. We have presently installed the external beam line up to the second 

quadrupole doublet and expect to finish installation and have our first run by 

November 1982.
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR DATA PROCESSING 
AND FOR DEVELOPMENT OF DETECTORS

J. Heimaater, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

(1) Data base communication for FNAL Experiment: - E-53!

A data base has been designed and installed containing emulsion measure

ments, instrument data and event interpretation. This facility is maintained

on the OSU SPC-16 computer and provides copies to each collaborating site, con

solidates results from the data analysis which were previously exchanged by 

Telex and magnetic tape. The connection has been established from an international 

common carrier (TYMNET) to the OSU Master data base, permitting access from th? 

U.S., Canadian and Japanese domestic networks to this file. This approach fac

ilitates the data analysis and will be usad in Fermilab experiment E-653.

(2) Data acquisition system for LASL Experiment - E-64S

Data acquisition system for this experiment hap been devised. The overall 

data flow has been studied and the brad width and data compression requirements

were determined. These studies lead to the choice of small PDP-11 computer

system with RSX-11M/FORTRAN-77 software. The system has been procured and install

ation of the hardware and systems software is in progress. This system is one of 

three needed for the experiment. The second identical system has been purchased 

by LSU Collaboration. Also, the planning for the procurement of a small VAX-11 

system which will consolidate, analyze and record data from the PDP-11 computer is 

in progress.

(3) Data acquisition for FNAL - E-653

The basic outline has been prepaired of the readout system which contains 

data compaction, intermediate buffering, a microprogrammed cut processor, a large 

intermediate buffer, monitor computers and a large host. The expected data flow 

rates require such a complex system.
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(4) Instrument Development:

Support to a number of instrument development projects was provided.

These were; drift chambers and counters for E-645 and solid state detector for 

b-653. Assistance in debugging CAMAC and instrument errors was rendered. Es

pecially difficult diagnostic programs one for the "history" module for E-64S 

and the other for tho CCD controller were provided. Utility routines specific to 

our instruments were written. These were: hlstc jamming code for CRT and line 

printer and magnetic tape routines for data logging.

A CAMAC driver for the SPC-16 computer was devised which allows for simul

taneous operation of a number of independent projects thus eliminating a major 

scheduling conflict. A general microprogram assembler has been written for the 

preparation and loading of microprograms into various instruments.

(5) Support of batch and interactive computing

Our group continues significant batch computing at the OSU Computing Center 

and at Fermilab. Regular consultation to our users is provided as well as the 

management of their disks and tape libraries. Utility programs for their use 

ware written. The following software packages were installed: standard linear

algebra software UNPACK) nonlinear optimization (MINPAC) and the SLAC Electron 

Gamma Shower Monte Carlo.

A number of programs and command procedures were written to simplify 

various tasks. Also a variety of utility programs were converted to fit 

operating system conversions.

A plan to use the OSU DEC 20 in order to avoid program conversion is 

in the making.

(6) Support of SPC-16 System

Thiq system serves aa the department computer. It is a central node 

incorporating 30 terminals and six computers. The data is transmitted among
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these units and also to the OSU Computer Center. In the past year additional 

memory, communications port and A graphic printer were added to this system 

and the system was attached Co the TYMNET.

Terminal software was modified, the connection to the Computer Center im

proved, and programs were provided for data interchange for various lab computers. 

A number of terndnal links to the Computer Center were installed. SPC-1.6 now 

serves as a host computer on the campus network.

(7) Miscellaneous Support

Support for the numerical software and for the machine algebra syatem 

(REDUCE) haa been provided. Also assistance haa been given to the word processing 

in the; department office and to the machine shop for the numerical central tape 

preparation. Continuous liaison between the Computer Center and the high energy 

group has been maintained.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER SYSTEM 
FOR HIGH ENEB.GY PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS

J. Heimaster, D. Larsen, C. J. Rush, V. K. Sehgal, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

In the past year electronics laboratory of the physics department provided 

support; an ongoing Fermilab expert E-613, two experiments in development and 

construction stages; E-645 (Los Alamos expert), E-653 (Fermilab expert) and to 

the in house computing facility.

E-613 required routine maintenance of the drift chamber system during the 

data taking period in the past Spring.

The effort for E-645 was concentrated on prototyping of a preamplifier for 

the drift tubes. Several cards containing amplifiers for 9 sense wires have 

been constructed and tested. A microprogrammed readout controller for the particle 

detecting syster.t in the experiment E-645 has been designed. The CAMAC digitizer 

for signals from the proportional drift tubes has been designed, four 9 channel 

units have been built and extensive testing of it is in progress. Also a clock 

module generating timing and test signal for that system has been provided and 

is in use.

In the course of development of electronics for the experiment E-653 a 

CAMAC interface to control a solid state image detector has been completed. A 

low noise amplifier for processing the signals from a silicon atrip detector has 

been designed and tested. Thirty cards containing 12 channels ahve been built for 

the strip detector testing. Also, a CAMAC interface for the silicon detector is 

nearly completed.

The SPC-16 computer system which serves needs of the HEP group has been 

upgraded to allow CAMAC sharing among several users, and maintenance of the 

system has been provided.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT OF EXPERIMENTS

J. Fitch, D. Fisher, G. S. Khalsa, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY.

Ten drift chambers were rebuilt for the spring run of the Fermilab 

experiment E-613.

An extensive effort was mounted to prototype drift chambers with low 

mass for the Los Alamos experiment E-645. Also a program was undertaken deve

loping acrylic modules for D2O/H2O cherenkov counters with optimal light coll

ection and transmission.

A low mass nine cell drift chamber with an active area of 27 x 120 Inches 

was machined from polyurethane foam. Various molding techniques, sealants and 

conductive coatings were investigated.

Although a successful prototype was built and tested, this approach was 

rejected because of fabrication difficulties and high manufacturing costs.

An alternate approach using spirally wound rectangular paper ^ubes has been 

explored. These tubes have inner dimension of 1^ in. by 3 in. with a 0.06 in. 

thick wall and are J.2 feet long. The inner and outer surfaces are covered with 

an Aluminum foil substrate to provide the drift field and R.F. shielding.

Single tube prototypes have been successfully tested and also modules 

containing nine tube of different design have been constructed and are undergoing 

tests.

We are currently designing jigs and fixtures for the fabrication of the 

600 modules required for the experiment.

A number of prototype vessels for the water cherenkov counters were built 

and tested for light transmission. Specular and diffuse optical coatings were 

investigated.

Different techniques of collecting the light from the ends of the counter 

were investigated including compound light concentrating cones and adiabatic light 

pipes.



The design of the liquid containers for the cherenkov counter has been

finalized and mass production of them is in progress.

A number of components for the beam line for the quark search experiment

were machined in in-house and outside machine shops, then assembled and tested.

An electrostatic particle deflector was assembled. This device attained 
—8vaccuum of about 10 Torr and held high voltage in the range up to 100KV. A 

beam tank containing a Faraday cup was vacumm tested and the motion of the cup 

was calibrated. An electrostatic quadrupole doublet is in the construction stage 

at the one machine shop.

Two beam pipes and two bellows-gate valve assemblies were built and vacuum

tested.

The entire beam line for the quark search experiment has bean assembled 

and tested at the University of Rochester, Nuclear Structure Reserach Laboratory.
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PUBLICATIONS

Lifetimes and Production Properties of Charmed Particles - N.R. Stanton, 
Proceedings of the 1981 International Conference on Neutrino Physics and 
Astrophysics, Vol. I, p. 491.
New Measurement for the D° Lifetime of the D° Meson - S. Errede, M. Gutzwiller,
S. Kuramata, N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, T.A. Romanowski, R. Sidwell, N.R. Stanton, 
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 844 (1982).
Study of Neutrino - Produced Short-lived Particles in a Tagged Emulsion 
Spectrometer - R.A. Sidwell, 1981 INS Symposium on Quark and Lepton Physics, 
Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, p. 29 (1982).
Upper Limits to v - v Oscillation and v - T Coupling - S. Errede, M. Gutzwiller.
S. Kuramata, N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, T.A. Romanowski, R. Sidwell, N.R. Stanton, 
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 47, 1694 (1981).
Measurement of the Electron Asymmetry in the Beta Decay of Polarized E** Hyperono 
P. Keller, A. Lesnik, T.A. Romanowski, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett< 48, 971, (1982),
Decay of B Mesons into Charged and Neutral Kaons," H. Kagan with A. Brody, et al. 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 1070 (1982).
Charged Particle Multiplicities in B-Meson Decay, H. Kagan with M.S. Alam 
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 357 (1982).

jInclusive charged D Production in e e Annihilation at W <* 10.4 GeV, H. Kagan 
with C. Bebek, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 610 (1982).
Measurement of the Branching Ratio of T(3S) ^ tr\"T(lS), H. Kagan with J. Green, 
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 4̂ 9, 617 (1982).
CLEO Results in the Upsilon Region, H. Kagan and D. Andrews, Proceedings of 
the XVIth Rencontre de Moriond Vol I, pll9, Les Arcs, 1981.
Cross Sections for Charm Production by Neutrinos - S. Errede, M. Gutzwiller,
S. Kuramata, N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, T.A. Romanowski, R. Sidwell, N.R. Stanton, 
et al., submitted for publication to Physics Letters.
Charmed Hadron Production by Neutrinos - S. Errede, M. Gutzwiller, S. Kuramata, 
N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, T.A. Romanowski, R. Sidwell, N.R. Stanton, et al., 
submitted for publication to Physics Letters.
Prompt Production of Neutrinos by 400 GeV Protons on Tungsten: Total Charm
Production Cross Section from Charged Current Muon Neutrino Events - M.
Crlsler, J. S. Hoftun, T. Y. Ling, T. A. Romanowski, J. Volk with R. C.
Ball, et al.
Prompt Products of Neutrinos, by 400 GeV Protons on Tungsten: Differential
Cross Section Results from Charged and Neutral Current Interactions - M. Crisler, 
J. S. Hoftun, T. Y. Ling, T. A. Romanowski, Volk, with R. C. Ball et al.
Supersymmetry Mass and Lifetime Limits from a Proton Beam Dump Experiment - 
M. Crisler, J. S. Hoftun, T. Y. Ling, T. A. Romanowski, J. Volk, with R. C.
Ball, et al.
The above are papers submitted to the XXI International Conference on High 
Energy Physics, Paris, July 26-31, 1982.



PRESENTATIONS

T. Y. Ling:

H . Kagan:

N. W. Reay:

K. Reibel:

T. A. Romanowski: 

M. R. Stanton:

Invited Talk - Fifth International Conference on 
Novel Results in Particle Physics, Vanderbilt 
University, May 24-26, 1982.

Seminar - Cornell University

Invited Talk - Etice Conference on Heavy Quark 
Physics,
Colloquium - Columbia University 
Seminar - Rutgers University

Eighth International Workshop on Weak Interactions 
and Neutrinos, Javea Spain, September 1982.

XXI International Conference on High Energy Physics, 
Paris, July 1982.

Invited Talk - XXI International Conference on High 
Energy Physics, Paris, July 1982.
Seminar - Brookhaven National Laboratory, Cornell 
University, KEK Laboratory, Japan.
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TECHNICAL PROPOSAL - EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

E-645 - LOS ALAMOS - SEARCH FOR NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS AT LAMPF

In the next few months we plan to assemble, a small submodule of the 

detector containing all of the major components and test it in an electron and 

muon beam. The objective of this test is to learn as soon as possible the char

acteristics of the electron tracks in the energy region 15-50 MeV in our detector. 

The mass production of the acrylic modules and the proportional tube assemblies 

will proceed in parallel.

The design and prototyping of the gas system for the PDT and the phototube 

diagnostic system will continue.

The mechanical support system for the detector will be fabricated. The 

active and inactive shield will be procured. The procurement of the computer 

system for data acquisition will continue. Development of the on-line and off

line physics software will be undertaken. Me plan to be ready with the detector 

and the cosmic ray shield in the Fall of 83.

E-633 FERMILAB - AN EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE CHARM AND B DECAYS 
VIA HADRONIC PRODUCTION IN A HYBRID EMULSION SPECTROMETER

We have spent the year since July '81 Stage I approval enlarging our 

counter group and prototyping equipment. During the next year, we expect to add 

another group to our collaboration, and to complete most prototyping by Spring, 

1983. At this time, Ohio State should have the world's largest solid state 

microstrip detectors, and drift chambers with the resolution and two-track 

separation capable of working within 1 meter of 1000 GeV interactions. Full 

scale construction wH.1 continue throughout the remainder of 1983.
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We expect to install magnetst steel range and other heavy items into a 
Fermilab beam-line during Summer, 1983 and to have equipment ready for beam and 
trigger studies during the test run projected for January, 1984.

E-531 PHASE II FERMILAB - SEARCH FOR LONG-LIVED PARTICLES 
RESULTING FROM NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS IN A TAGGED EMULSION SPECTROMETER

Roughly half of the 3800 neutrino interactions predicted by the spectro
meter have been searched for in the emulsion and 83% of these have been found.
This higher overall finding efficiency is due to the fact that the lower muon 
background in Phase II now enables the emulsion groups working with the horizontal 
pellicles to do upstream track-following, which was very difficult for them in 
Phase I. Once the neutrino interaction vertex is found, charged tracks are 
followed downstream to locate decay vertices. To locate neutral decays a cylin
drical volume is scanned downstream of the primary vertex. To complement the 
downstream search, the scanback technique is used. Here one follows spectrometer 
tracks, which do not originate from the primary vertex, in the upstream direction 
in order to locate possible secondary vertices. Again, for the reasons given 
above, this can now be done for the horizontally exposed emulsion as well as for 
the vertical one. While this scanning and measuring continues, we are stream
lining our analysis procedures. A major advance has been the establishment of a 
standardized Database at our Ohio State High Energy Physics SPC-16 Computer.
This system enaoles all collaborating groups to retrieve existing information and 
to enter new Information as it is generated. We expect in the next few months to 
have a fully integrated analysis program which will include Time of Flight, Gamma 
Showers, Hadron Calorimeter, and dE/dx information. (At present, this information 
is still "manually" correlated with the kinematics program results.) While these 
improved record-keeping and analysis procedures are very useful in reducing errors
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and speeding up the processing of Phase II ot E331, they will be absolutely 

essential to handle the high data rates expected in E653. Me anticipate that 

the Phase II analysis will be completed by the middle of 1983.

Although E531 is being physically dismantled, we plan to use some of its 

parts in E653. Among the Items to be re-used are the SCM 104 Spectrometer Magnet, 

suitably modified, the OSU-built drift-chamber readout system, and the steel in the 

muon identifier.

E-613 - FERMILAB - PROMPT NEUTRINO PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT

The data taking for this experiment has been completed in last May.

Analysis of the experiment is in progress and will continue during the coming 

year.

ELECTRON-POSITRON INTERACTIONS AT CLEO - CESR

During the next year we plan to continue our study of the T(4S) as well 

as upgrade CESR to increase its luminosity. We will run continuously on the 

T(4S) until December 1982 and should obtain data with sensitivity of 65000 nb ***.

A machine upgrade is presently scheduled for March-April 1983 to install a new 

electron gun and switch to multi-bunch operation. This upgrade should increase 

the luminosity by a factor of 2-3. Thus our data taking prospects ate quite good 

for the coming year.
*Our physics goals include in depth studies of D and D events from the 

y(4S). We should be able to reconstruct exclusive B meson decay channels. We 

also plan to study D-lepton and K-lepton correlations as well as to set upper 

limits on B°B^ mixing and on the ratio of the charged to neutral B meson lifetimes
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from the dilepton events. From the T(2S) run we should be able to establish
3 3the exiatence of the 1 p state via the process T(2S) -+ y(l p) followed by

l*̂ p yT(lS) with T(1S)

With the addition of a graduate student and search for a post-doc, the 

Ohio State group has proposed to build a vertex detector for CLEO. This device 

will include a new berylium beam pipe and be placed between this beam pipe and 

the present drift chamber. This device is designed to cover 90% of the solid 

angle with "80 microns spatial resolution in (rt f') and 3 mm resolution in 

z coordinates.

We were motivated to propose this device in order to

(1) increase the acceptance for soft pions from K°, D and cascade 

decays.

(2) decrease the multiple scattering t^ a point where charged and 

neutral D lifetimes could be observed.

(3) increase the overall momentum resolution to increase the 

signal to background in D° and D" reconstruction.

This device is designed to investigate the physics of the T system, and 

in order to be competitive with other experiments must be built on a relatively 

short time scale. At present we have chosen a cell design and are building a 

small scale prototype with 10 cells to test the position resolution and electronics. 

Design work is underway on the current division circuit to readout the z position 

of each hit.

We hope to finalize the beam-pipe design and place an order by November 

1982. Prototyping will continue until January 1983. With final construction 

beginning by February 1983.
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A SEARCH FOR EXOTIC FORMS OF STABLE MATTER - NSRL OF ROCHESTER

Me have spent this year constructing, installing and testing an electro

static analyzer/at NSRL. In 6.arly Fall, we expect to install the quadrupole 

doublet and begin testing transmission properties and overall background rejection. 

Data taking should continue throughout the year.

LEP-3 COLLABORATION

Ohio State is a member of LEP-3, the only approved LEP experiment with a 

strong U.S. contribution.

Led by L.C.C. Ting, the LEP-3 consortium has arrived at a design comple

mentary to other approved experiments in that it concentrates heavily on detection 

and momentum analysis of gamma rjys and leptons. Concentric cylinders of BCO and 

hadron calorimeters are surrounded bya large magnetic hail filled with muon- 

analyzing drift chambers. However, superiority in analysis of gamma rays and 

leptons is based on compression of the hadron-tracking region.

Ohio State and several other members of the Fermilab E-653 collaboration 

believe that an inner solid-state microstrip vertex detector with 13 micron 

spatial resolution and ability to distinguish tracks with minimum separation 

130 microns could be inserted into LEP-3. Such a device would significantly 

improve hadron momentum resolution and identification of the sign of electrons, 

and could resolve long-lived decays of heavy quarks such as may result from 

cascade decays of top quarks or Higgs. The high resolution of the SSD's is parti

cularly vital since much of the interesting physics may be imbedded within jets.

The major prototyping for this vertex detector which could commence in

1) Hybridization of electronics enroute to micro-circuits which could

1983 is
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be wire-bonded onto detectors, drastically reducing the number of 

external readout lines. The hybrid circuits themselves would be of 

great benefit to Fermilab E-653.

2) Development of detectors with strips on both sides. This would

reduce by two the number of needed detector layers, and correspondingly, 

the amount of gamma-converting material.

Most of this work could be subcontracted outside Ohio State and would not

reduce significantly our effort on E-653. Given a sufficient level of R and D

funding, prototyping and use of most elements in the first m n  of E-653 could

be complete by 1985. Full sca]^ construction therefore could commence in 1986.
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